This study summarizes various linguistic approaches proposed for document analysis in information retrieval environments. Included are standard syntactic methods to generate complex content identifiers, and the use of semantic know-how obtained from machine-readable dictionaries and from specially constructed knowledge bases. A particular syntactic analysis methodology is also outlined and its usefulness for the automatic construction of book indexes is examined.
Introduction
It is generally agreed that new approaches must be introduced in information retrieval, if meaningful enhancements in retrieval effectiveness are to be obtained. New probabilistic and logical inference systems have in fact been proposed in the recent past that may provide useful, new models for retrieval activities, and suggestions have been made for using sophisticated methods of user-system interaction. Ultimately, any advanced information retrieval model must deal with the problem of language analysis, because the content of texts and documents necessarily controls the retrieval activities. This implies that methods must be available for analyzing the contents of documents and search requests, and for relating the information needs of users to the existing data bases. Such an analysis normally contains syntactic as well as semantic components. * This study was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI 87-02735, and in part by a grant from OCLC Inc.
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The current situation in text analysis is briefly rviewed in this note, followed by an assessment of the limitations of purely syntactic methods for language analysis and index term generation.
Linguistic Approaches in Information Retrieval
A) Syntactic Analysis Various attempts have been made in the recent past to use syntactic analysis methods for the identification of complex constructions--normally noun-and prepositional phrases--useful for the analysis of document and query text content. [l-5] Unfortunately, methods that are based on syntactic understanding alone are not sufficiently powerful to produce a proper analysis of available text samples: more often than not, several distinct analyses (parse trees) are obtained for particular text samples, and the resulting ambiguities are impossible to resolve by syntactic means; the vocabulary schedules used to provide information about the role and nature of individual words are often incomplete, and proper specifications necessary to carry out the syntactic analysis task may be lacking; the existing syntactic programs are often very large and demanding in terms of storage and computer power; for this reason, their use with large text samples is generally discouraged.
In practice, syntactic methods are thus often applied in a "fail-safe" manner, by pushing through the analysis of particular text samples even though full information may not be available for each text item, and certain grammatical rules may be violated by the available input. Shortcuts are then often used by restricting the syntactic methods to certain sample texts only--for example, the information queries received from the user population, but not the corresponding document texts, or the texts of only certain previously retrieved items. [43 Alternatively, a skimming-type parser may be used, that concentrates on certain text passages in preference to some others. [5] Unfortunately, no matter how the problem is simplified, the analysis of noun phrase constructions, which is chiefly needed in information retrieval, is especially difficult, and all the various attempts to come up with general rules for noun phrase understanding have been unsuccessful.
[6] Given a phrase such as "high frequency transistor oscillator", it is obvious that a simple rule, providing that the last word in the sequence (oscillator) is modified by all earlier components, fails in this case because the phrase does not refer to "high oscillators"; alternative rules suggesting that each term modifies the immediately adjacent one fail as well, because a "frequency transistor" is not a well-defined entity. Even if semantic information were available to eliminate the notion of a high (tall) transistor, or of a high (acute pitch) oscillator, the (false) notion of a high (tall) oscillator would still be difficult to reject. [6] When syntactic methods are used for the generation of content-identifying phrases, the retrieval results are often discouragingly poor. Table 1 shows average search precision results obtained at ten recall points for two different collections of documents and queries. [7] In each case, the use of statistical (nonsyntactic) term generation methods is preferred over the syntactic analysis methods. Furthermore, for one of the two collections, the singleterm indexing methods are preferred over the use of complex phrase identifiers.
B) Use of Dictionary Information
The failure of purely syntactic methods suggests that the generation of complex content identifiers may depend on the availability of additional information relating to the individual terms and to their interrelationships. One possibility consists in using the term descriptions contained in machine-readable dictionaries and thesauruses to improve the accuracy of term phrase formation. The thesaurus information may be used to disambiguate the meaning of terms and to generate groups of similar, or related, terms by identifying relationships among the contexts of various dictionary entries. Several attempts have heen made to extract useful information from machine-readable dictionaries, and the experience indicates that some term relationships are relatively easy to obtain: notably certain synonym relations that are often explicitly identified in the dictionary, and hierarchical, taxonomic relations between terms that are identifiable following analysis of the dictionary definitions. arise:
[8] On the other hand, many complications also many terms carry several defining statements in the dictionary, and the definition actually applicable in a given case may not be easily found; the printed definition may be difficult to parse, in which case the meaning of the defining statement may remain obscure; the relationships between different defining statements may be hard to assess.
Consider, as an example, the definitions for certain cryptographic terms extracted from Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978 edition) shown in Table 2 . It may be noted that the notion of "secret writing" or "secret message" occurs in definition 4 of cipher, definitions 1 and 2 of code, and finally definition 3 of key. An automatic identification of such overlapping definitions is, however, very difficult, and the subsequent formation of term cliques must remain elusive. The same is true for the analysis of many standard dictionary definitions. Given, for example, the notion that a robin is "a common type of fat little European bird with a brown back and wings and a red breast" (see Longman), an automatic parser must consider the possibility that a robin is a kind of fat, or a kind of fat European. Furthermore the modifier "brown" may apply only to "back', or additionally also to "wings" and "breast". Finally the preposition "with" may be used in its attributive sense, or possibly in the sense of containment (a cup with coffee and milk), or in various other senses. Table 3 shows an evaluation of parsings of dictionary definitions obtained by Fox and coworkers. [S] The parsing accuracy varies between 60 and 77 percent, and in general several acceptable analyses are generated for each dictionary definition. These results indicate that dictionary information will not soon become generally usable in general text analysis systems. C) Knowledge Base Construction A great many attempts have been made to incorporate manually constructed knowledge bases for particular subject areas in automatic text analysis. [ll-171 A knowledge base is an abstract representation of a topic area, or of a particular environment, including the main concepts of interest in that area, and various relationships between the entities. Several models are used for the representation of knowledge, including semantic networks, as well as collections of frames and scripts. When a knowledge base is available representing a particular subject area, the following extended retrieval strategies can be used:
the available search request is analyzed into a formal representation similar to that used for the knowledge base; a fuzzy matching operation is performed to compare the formalized search requests with elements of the knowledge representation; an answer to the search request is constructed if the degree of match between knowledge base and search requests is sufficiently great.
A typical example of such a matching operation is shown in Table 4 for a database of "Stardate" texts (giving information about stars and planets).
[ll] A typical frame specifying the relative position of two outer-space objects,, designated as the "actor" and the "object" respectively, is identified as the "astro-pos-rl" frame in Table 4 . A query, or input statement, matches this frame if the required frame components are also present in the input sentence, and if the relationships specified between frame components are maintained in the input. In the example of Table 4 , the input "this past Christmas night, the moon (actor) was near (distance specification) Venus (object)" matches the corresponding frame.
As the example suggests, the use of knowledge bases in text processing environments raises many questions. There is first the problem of knowledge representation itself. It is normally impossible to isolate particular slices of knowledge in a self-contained way. That is, the interpretation of particular pieces requires not only the local subject knowledge, but also a wider context that is generally absent from particular knowledge bases. In that case, the text input cannot be properly compared with an incomplete knowledge framework. The example of Table  5 illustrates this fact for a knowledge base dealing with recorded acts of terrorism.
[13] The context of various acts of terrorism that occurred in October 1988 shows that an interpretation of terrorist acts in Israel requires knowledge of Islamic fundamentalism, the Israeli elections, and the demographic situation in the Middle East.
Similarly, terrorist activities in Algeria also involve the oil price situation within OPEC, and the rivalry between Algerian politicians. In general it is inconceivable that the varied contexts explaining particular facts or events should all be completely representable in existing knowledge bases. This implies that the matching possibilities between arbitrary inputs and existing knowledge bases will always be limited.
The other main problem with knowledge representations is the difficulty of analyzing and disambiguating the input texts and of transforming them into a form comparable to the available knowledge bases. This problem is illustrated in part by an example cited by Lewis et al. [ 171,  where a searcher is interested in "research on failures in memory chips carried by high energy cosmic rays; also in microprocessors containing multipliers". A disambiguation of this statement involves analysis of the phrase "high energy cosmic rays" which is multiply ambiguous. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the user is interested in microprocessors alone, or in failures in microprocessors, and a decision about this question cannot be made without additional contextual information. Even when an input statement is correctly analyzed, the input vocabulary may be very different from the knowledge base specifications, and complicated inference rules may then be needed to relate such different forms of knowledge.
For the moment, only hand-constructed examples of knowIedge-base utilization are available, and the knowledge-based approach has not proved itself in unrestricted text environments. However, simpler, languagebased text analysis methods, not primarily founded on semantic considerations may in fact be useful in text processing environments. A syntactic text analysis method is examined in the remainder of this note, and its usefulness for indexing purposes is assessed.
Use of Syntax for Index Term Generation
A) Syntactic Analysis It was noted earlier that sophisticated syntactic analysis systems now exist, that are capable of furnishing structural analyses for arbitrary samples of English input. Many of these analyzers operate with large grammars of several hundred grammatical rules, and provide output also for language fragments, such as book titles or section headings, that are not available in full sentence form. At the same time, it is clear that syntactic systems not based on contextual and other semantic considerations cannot be completely successful in eliminating ambiguities and constructing useful indexing units.
For the most part, syntactic analysis systems have been used with small text samples, or with special-purpose texts such as user queries. The effectiveness of syntactic systems is however best assessed by using large samples of general-purpose texts. The evaluation which follows is based on the analysis of a complete book chapter, consisting of over 7,000 words, dealing with the general topic of text compression.
[18] The analysis system in use is the PLNLP English grammar (PEG) developed at the IBM Research Laboratory in Yorktown Heights for incorporation,into the EPISTLE (or CRITIQUE) text critiquing system . [19, 20] This system analyzes complete sentences, as well as sentence fragments, producing in each case one or more syntactic parses for each sentence, ranked in decreasing order of presumed correctness. When the input cannot be analyzed using the normal grammar rules, a "fitted" parsing system is used in the PEG system to produce a reasonable analysis for the apparently intractable fragment. 1203 In the experiments described in this section, only the top (most likely) parse tree for each sentence is used for index term generation.
The output of the syntactic analysis is used as input by a term phrase generation system designed at Cornell which generates single terms as well as term phrases suitable for indexing purposes. [7, 21] The phrase generation system contains the following components:
an element that recognizes sentence excerpts consisting of adjective and/or noun premodifiers, followed by a head noun, followed in turn by one or more postmodifiers. a system that identifies prepositional phrases using the preposition "of', and builds an inverted indexing entry in certain circumstances (for example, the phrase "retrieval of information" may be transformed into "information retrieval"). a component that takes conjunctive constructions using the conjunction "and", or comma I'," and distributes premodifiers and/or postmodifiers across the conjunction (thus "automatic indexing, enciphering, and decryption" produces the noun phrases "automatic indexing", "automatic enciphering", and "automatic decryption"). a system of exclusion rules that prevents the phrase construction when the head noun appears on a list of prohibited words, and eliminates preand postmodifiers appearing on common word lists. a component that provides special treatment for certain constructions, including capitalized words, and words occurring in titles and section headings. *The writer is grateful to the IBM Corporation and to Dr. George E. Heidom for making available the PLNLP syntactic analysis system for use at Cornell University.
Basic statistical data for the syntactic analysis and phrase generation processes are included in Table 6 . The Table shows that only about one third of the 318 sentences contained in the sample book chapter are perfectly analyzed by the PLNLP grammar. An example of a correctly analyzed sentence is reproduced in Fig. 1 . The Figures shows a standard parse tree placed on its side, that is, rotated by ninety degrees in a counterclockwise direction. The first column of Fig. 1 represents the top node of the tree, showing that a declarative sentence (DECL) is being analyzed. The next column breaks down the sentence into prepositional phrase (PP), noun phrase (NP), verb (VERB), and adjective phrase (AJP). The prepositional phrase is further broken down iu column 3 into a preposition (PREP), verb (VERB), and noun phrase (NP), and so on. The phrases generated for the sample input sentence "by eliminating redundancies--a method known as text compression, it is often possible to reduce test sizes considerably without any loss of text content." are shown at the bottom of Fig. 1 . It may be noted that "text content loss" is produced by inversion from "loss of text content".
Beside the perfectly analyzed first third of the sentences, minor problems occur in the analysis of another third of the sentences. Minor errors may consist of erroneous classifications of particular words--for example, a noun analyzed as an adjective, or vice-versa--that may not seriously affect the phrase generation process. Adding the perfectly analyzed third of the sentences to those exhibiting minor problems, one finds that acceptable output is produced for about two-thirds of the input sentences. This confirms the success rate of dictionary parses reported earlier in Table 3 .
Unfortunately, one-third of the input analyses are seriously flawed. An example of such an erroneous analysis is shown in Fig. 2 for the sentence "today large disk arrays are usually available, but using short texts and small dictionary sizes saves processing time in addition to storage space and still remains attractive."
As the Figure suggests , there are multiple problems here, ranging from the misclassification of "today" as a noun, to the interpretation of "sizes" as the main verb (from "to size"), and of "saves" as a noun. The erroneous analysis generates a large number of false phrases, shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 . Indeed, of the phrases shown in Fig. 2 , only "storage space" is acceptable.
A summary of the phrase generation statistics is shown at the bottom of Table 6. The Table shows that about 85 percent of the phrases obtained by the phrase generation process may be acceptable. Fifteen percent of the phrases produced are clearly in error; in addition, the false analyses prevent the generation of many correct phrases, amounting to about 20 percent of the total number produced. In the example of Fig. 2 , the correct phrases "short texts" and 'dictionary sizes" cannot be obtained. Table 7 contains a classification of phrase errors based on a total of 226 errors. By far the largest number of errors (over one-half) fall into the category of false syntactic word classifications. For example, words ending in "ing" function variously as nouns, adjectives, or verbs (present participles); correct classifications are very difficult to obtain in such cases. Another 35 percent of errors are due to misapplication of the phrase generation rules, such as the inversion rule for prepositional phrases with "of", the deletion of common words (that are not always common in every environment in which they occur), and the misapplication of the distribution of modifiers across conjunctions.
The illustrations provided in Table 7 and Figs. 1 and 2 confirm the trade-off for each phrase generation rule between cases where a rule proves beneficial, and other cases where the same rule does not work. On balance, the current rules provide useful phrase output. However, without deeper language understanding, it is impossible to prevent the occasional misfiring of any of the rules in certain contexts.
B) Book Indexing Application
The phrases generated by syntactic analysis can be collected to provide indexes for complete book chapters, or for sections within chapters. An example of a collected phrase list is shown in Fig. 3 for section 1 of the previously analyzed book chapter. [I81 It is obvious that such a list is not immediately usable, not only because of the false phrases that are necessarily included (such as "communications psycholinguistics"), but also because of multiple occurrences of partly overlapping phrases, and a general lack of language normalization.
Various language normalization rules may be applied to the phrase output produced by the phrase generation rules. Such a normalization is designed to reject unusual term combinations that are often erroneous, while emphasizing term combinations that occur in many contexts, or that are produced by a variety of different rules. A typical set of phrase normalization rules usable for book index production is shown in Table 8 . Special rules are provided in the Table for title phrases and for phrases with capitalized components; in addition, phrase matching methods are used to identify word combinations with multiple occurrences. By applying frequency thresholds that vary with text length, a final phrase index is automatically produced.
A typical automatic index obtained for the book chapter under analysis is shown on the left-hand side of Table 9 . A corresponding manually built index is included for the same text material on the right side of Table 9 . The output of Table 9 was obtained by taking title phrase, plus phrases that occurred sufficiently often, or had a sufficiently high partial-matching coefficient (see rule 2 of Table 8) in the sections of the chapter to warrant inclusion in the phrase index.
It may be noted that the automatic index of Table 9 contains only reasonable phrases, the obviously false term combinations having been eliminated by the normalization rules. Some phrases are highly germane (e.g. Huffman code, compression ratio, Zipf, etc.). Others are less compelling, including, for example, alphabetic characters, frequent characters, and text words. A comparison with the manual index reveals a large amount of overlap. However, certain useful phrases, such as coding efficiency, or language redundancy, are not included in the automatic product.
An evaluation of the foregoing phrase production system and language normalization procedures requires actual use in retrieval environments. The available experience indicates that the syntactic methodologies, supplemented by appropriate statistical and other normalization techniques, show much more promise in user environments where unrestricted natural-language texts must be processed than semantics-based artificial intelligence approaches. A precise determination remains to be made of the role and the effectiveness of the syntactic methodologies in automatic text manipulation systems. Table 3 Input Sentence:
References
"This past Christmas night,the moon was near Venus."
Formal Representation:
(is ("distance" (val(8)))) (actor ("earths-moon")) (object ("venus")) (time {"time")) Matching Frame in Knowledge Base:
astro-pos-r 1 (actor (required view-object "outer-space-object")) (is ("distance" (val (optional distance "number")))) (object (required position-center "outer-space-object")) (time (optional position-date "time")) (mode (optional position-mode "mode")) (causals (infer astro-view-rl)) (constraints ((different (actor)(object)))
Comparison of Input Sentence with Knowledge Base Fragment (example suggested by Michael Mauldin [ 1 I J) "word occurrence half (from "half of word occurrences") "word American" (from "the word American has 8 letters") "communications psycholinguistics" (from "communications theory and psycholinguistics") "word" (from "number of words") "reason substantial" (horn "for this reason substantial (noun)//efforts(noun) were made") "addition" (from "in addition")
Errors in Phrase Formation
Index Generation Rules Table 7 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Occurrence frequency of phrases Use phrases (at least two components) exhibiting an occurrence frequency of at least n. Delete shorter phrases included in longer ones.
Partially matching phrases Use matching components of partly overlapping phrases to construct new phrases, provided that overlap consists of at least n matching phrase components. Remove shorter phrases included in longer phrases frequency considerations + frequency characteristics + statistical language characteristics = frequency characteristics (overlap of 2 components)]
Capitalized phrases Use phrases with capitalized components with occurrence frequency of at least p. Remove longer phrases that cover shorter ones Title phrases Keep phrases occurring in titles and section headings regardless of occurrence frequency.
Italicized phrases Keep phrases with italicized components, assuming that italics are automatically detectable.
Simplified Index Generation Rules Typical Automatically Produced Book Index (Chapter 5) (* common entries for manual and automatic index) Table 9 
